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White
Good evening.  

Music

White
There may be better known blind musicians than Marcus Roberts but when a jazz legend, such as Wynton Marsalis, describes him as a genius of the modern piano you'd better believe it.  Marcus lost his sight in early childhood and was introduced to the piano by his gospel singing mother who was also blind.  He's played with most of the jazz greats and has a love of both classical and popular music.  He also teaches and he's dedicated to the idea of making music open to all.  With a new album out I've come to meet Marcus Roberts as he sets up for a concert at London's Ronnie Scott's jazz club.

Marcus Roberts, first of all, really basic question - why the piano?

Roberts
I ran into one in church when I was in kindergarten or something and was always intrigued with it and any chance I got to fiddle around with one I took it.  And at eight my mum convinced my dad to get one for me when I was about eight and a half and I'll never forget - I came home - they didn't even tell me they had gotten it - I remember I walked in the house and I literally ran into it, trying to figure out what is this, and when I realised it was a piano needless to say I mean it was truly one of the happiest days of my life obviously and it just kind of went from there.

White
And it wasn't cheap was it - I mean your parents spent quite a lot of money on that piano.

Roberts
No of course and my dad says well what if he doesn't do anything with it and she just goes - well we'll take it back.  And I don't know that you could have done that but that's what she told him.

White
And I know you think the piano - there are reasons why it's a particularly attractive instrument as far as blind musicians are concerned.

Roberts
Well one would be it doesn't move so your tactile relationship to it is always stable, solid.  The other thing about the piano is that you can do a lot with it by yourself, so that if you're not particularly social or if you're - do you know what I mean - if you're not like able to march in the band of things like that it just gives you something to do that is self-reliant and as you know blind people are all about being self-reliant and independent and kind of doing your own thing.  So the piano fits in with all those things very well and ultimately I guess for me it was just a beautiful instrument, I was just very intrigued with it.

White
So did you play on it because I mean I play it very, very badly so please don't ask me to but I did - I kind of sat in front of a piano for ages playing it on my own as a child and was kind of completely lost in that world and I wondered if you did the same kind of thing.

Roberts
Well I did, I did, I still do, to this day it's been a very intriguing instrument because of just everything you can do with it, I mean you can play more than one melody at one time, you can play it alone or you can play it with other people, you can use it to compose with - I mean it's just got a lot of neat things about it.  But I guess all musical instruments have that but you've got to have some kind of charisma or talent for the instrument.  So some of the other instruments that I was interested in when I took lessons on those, like clarinet or violin, it just didn't work out.  So piano just seemed to be the instrument that was designed for my appetite and ability you know.

White
When did you lose your sight?

Roberts
I was five, had cataracts, did a couple of eye surgeries before good old laser surgery was around, so those were the good old days, and discovered Braille - I think I was maybe six or seven and learned how to read Braille music at like 12 or 13.

White
Did you go to a mainstream school or a special school?

Roberts
I went to a special school and then I went to a mainstream school in the morning when I got to high school.  Then I went to college, went to Florida State, which is where I also teach now.  But I have to say that when I came up there just wasn't nearly as much technology - or maybe there was but it just wasn't quite hooked up yet.  Now we seem to be in an age where the technology has taken a lot of the bulkiness out of being a blind individual.  So when I was maybe 18, 19 you'd cart big volumes of Braille books around, I don't know if you remember that...

White
I do.  And Perkins Braille machines.

Roberts
Perkins Braille machine - I mean come on it's ridiculous.

White
Which made a huge noise when you wrote with them.

Roberts
Yeah I mean well you couldn't use them in classes because the people just wouldn't let you do it, so you'd have to record the class, come back, write it all out, which is what I did in college.  But now we get these neat Braille note takers and we're able to be kind of stylish as we take our notes and check the calendars and do all the stuff that silent books had been doing for quite a while.

White
I'd like to bring you back to that in a moment but can I ask you first because your - I think your mum had quite a part in your musical education didn't she.

Roberts
She did.  First of all she was a - and still is - a fantastic gospel singer, so she introduced me to music - Aretha Franklin and Mahalia Jackson and the Soulsters and various gospel groups - which got me started. And the most important thing I learned from her was the skill of communicating an emotion to people that they actually get.  So if I played for her and the bottom line was if she didn't feel anything from it you had to play it again.  And so that was, in terms of just spiritual communication and just the bottom line of communicating soul to people, that's where I got that from.  And then as I got more formally into music and started to study classical piano and getting into jazz and all that the intellectual part of it certainly has been instrumental but I never have gotten away from the bottom line of communicating something to people that they can actually feel and digest on a subconscious level I guess.

White
So was she quite a hard task mistress?

Roberts
Well she was, I mean if she - the bottom line if she didn't feel nothing you were going to be playing it till she did, so it just put you in touch with I guess the purpose and the reason for playing for folks and what - we're really active when we play for audience of people that's honestly one of the important things I gained from - from that.

White
What's really striking about you and your career I think is your diversity of taste and performance, I mean where does that come from do you think?

Roberts
That comes from curiosity and again if you think probably of maybe a lot of blind people you know if it's one thing we're always interested in what else is going on and maybe some of that is - comes from being a little bit tied to your physical environment.  So imagination - anything that gives you the possibility of exploring outside of your physical confines is always of interest. So music is an area where you can learn about the whole rest of the world, dependent on the type of music you check out.  So I have always had an ever increased appetite for diversified musical experiences, which also keeps music from becoming boring or predictable because that's the one thing I don't like is to necessarily know what we're going to play or how we're going to play it.  I like the stability of knowing that it is going to be based on this melody, it is going to be this chord progression or chord cycle or form but we can find many intriguing ways to take that form and do different things with it.

Music

White
Perhaps the specialism for which you're best known is jazz but even within that you don't like the idea of being tied down, you go back to, if you like, the old masters?

Roberts
Yeah, sure, we do, I mean we like to play using as much of the history of jazz as we can understand and implement but we take that - quote, unquote - "old material" and we try to find new things to do with it, and new ways to interact with it or interface with it. So you take like the sound of something that is folk or old, meaning that it has value beyond its generation of creation, and then you try to take an intellectual component or concept and you tie different concepts together that way and that's what I find the most intriguing to do in music is to tie things together like that.

White
You hooked up very early in your career with one of the great icons of jazz -Wynton Marsalis - how did that happen?

Roberts
Well I first ran into him at a jazz convention in Chicago in 1982 and I remember it not just because he was there but also because it was literally 40 degrees below zero and January in Chicago at that time, so it was memorable for many reasons.  His first band had just put out their first record and we met and we started a phone dialogue really, which is kind of I think what eventually led to me working with him, and we were just chitchatting for a few minutes and he'd get on my case about not being serious enough and needing to practise more and stuff like that.

White
Because you'd have been a teenager....?

Roberts
Yeah I was very young - 18, 19.  And finally I said well look well actually what I'd like to do is to play with you and he's like what?  He's like why would I do that?  And I said well I don't really know, I just know that's what I'd like to do.  And finally he says well if my piano player - who at the time was the great Kenny Kirkland - well if Kenny Kirkland ever leaves I'll let you do some gigs.  And a year later Kenny did leave and he actually did call me, I don't know if it was because he just couldn't think of anybody else to get or... it certainly wasn't because he necessarily liked my playing at first.  But we met at his apartment in New York before the first gig and we must have practised 10 hours a day for like three days getting ready for the tour and we just hit it off, it was a funny thing, we really became very musically close and personally close after that.  And so I worked with him for six or seven years really like constantly, he's had certainly a huge influence on what I'm doing, no doubt.

Music

White
You compose as well as play and perform and this is where I'd like to bring you back to that equipment we were talking about.  I just wonder what difference that's made to the way in which you work and the way in which you're able to, if you like, work on equal terms?

Roberts
Yeah I think so.  The technology that we now have allows a blind musician to prepare professional scores and good musical notation that sighted musicians can easily read and get together, like in the old days I mean we really would just be in a room and I'd just teach it to them aurally - here's what I want you to play, like play this [playing piano notes] and I'd expect them to hear it and play it.  Now we live in a world where we can get it written down, which means I don't have to remember every single note that I want them to do and it allows me to write more complicated pieces.

White
Do you think that brings more blind people into music or does it just make it easier for the ones who have the talent to get into it in the first place?

Roberts
Well I'd say both, I'd say both, I mean I think that look everybody has the right - and this is one of the passions I have for people with disabilities is that you want the whole world of opportunity to be open to them.  Now to me you shouldn't have to be a genius or at the top of something to get a chance to participate and explore and appreciate it and be influenced by it.  So my goal is just to make sure that whatever role that I can play in just helping to make things more accessible or share what I've learned about it that makes it easier for blind folks to participate in that's what I'm interested in.

White
I do find that really interesting because one of the things that I get very frustrated about is when blind people say you have to be better than everybody else in order to do this, in other words in order to compete and I think what you're saying is why should you be, it's great if you, but you shouldn't have to be should you?

Roberts
No, no, no it shouldn't be a prerequisite.  Now unfortunately sometimes people will feel that they need to be better, that's more to do with the fact that the society has a preconception of what your ability is, so you're constantly feeling like you need to prove to them that you know more than they think you know.

White
What's your take on the - perhaps the cliché of the blind musician, that we have those talents and people always reach for Stevie Wonder, Ray Charles, George Shearing and I just wonder whether you think there's any statistical basis in that or is it just that people remember the ones who did it, I'm curious?

Roberts
Well you mean that people think that you have some natural advantage because of a disability?

White
Yep.

Roberts
I think by definition that would be ridiculous, the only way that I can prove that to anybody would be to ask them well would you be interested in trading places, would you be interested in losing your eyesight and having those challenges while somebody else who is blind and able to do things could have your eyesight, then we could see who does what?  It may appear to somebody like you had an advantage but it's not that, it's just that you turned into that, if that happened, okay you had to engineer a strategy to turn this disability, this adverse condition, into something that helped you grow and find a way to still get where you wanted to go.

White
So despite the success that you've had are there still frustrations that you feel about playing?

Roberts
Oh my, well sure.

White
I mean what?

Roberts
I'm frustrated that I can't conduct an orchestra, frustrated that I can't just grab a piano score and sight read through it, yeah there are certainly frustrations about it.  But again we just have to find a patient way to not focus on the negative aspect of it and still be grateful for the fact that we now have Braille notes and Braille lights and Pack Mates and other devices that give us the ability to do things that even 15 years ago we couldn't do or even 10 years ago we couldn't do.

White
Can I just - to deal with one more of those preconceptions that people have - let me ask a question which will risk me being naive but a lot of people when they hear you play, they hear the enormous dexterity that you have and they will still think - he can't see the keyboard, how can he play like that? - I just wondered how - because some pianists who can see do admit to looking at where their hands are going don't they?

Roberts
Well some do, I'm sure it's good to have the option if you probably need it...

White
Hell of a choice.

Roberts
Yeah but usually the piano is grouped in - like the black notes is typically how one orients oneself, so if you want to find middle C you find the two black notes that are above it, which are E flat and B flat and so C is going to always be to the left of those two black notes.  So you hear that same C down here and down here and up there.  So if you orient yourself and every musical instrument has these different challenges of orientation, you know whether you play - I mean I played saxophone in high school so I had to learn again how the instrument was configured, it's all about unlocking your immediate physical environment which blind folks are good at if it's a manageable physical landscape that doesn't move around on you.

White
But it's very precise what you do and at high speed, so is that muscle memory?

Roberts
It is, it is, it's muscle memory and it's being able to hear, so if you hear that you are a half step off hopefully you hear and that helps you adjust physically so that you could make the change that you need to make to not make that mistake again.  And then of course it's practise - it's slow deliberate practise.

White
We're going to end with a standard because in many ways it illustrates the sort of breadth of what you do - Ain't Misbehavin' - favourite of yours?

Roberts
Oh it is, it is, it is.

White
It's actually quite easy to play that for a bad pianist, do you know what I mean?

Roberts
Well it could be.

White
Perhaps I just haven't realised how badly I'm playing it.

Roberts
Yeah you play - do you play that piece alright?

White
Only in private.

Music

Roberts
Yeah that's a great piece, I mean I - you know...

White
That was Marcus folks, not me.

Roberts
We recorded that on a record we did called New Orleans meets Harlem and Fats Waller was one of the artists that we featured, so when you mentioned that particular song that's one that we have a lot of fun doing, even as a trio we play that one as well.

White
So when you're playing with the trio, for example, one of the issues obviously about being blind is eye contact, signals - that sort of thing - so have you developed your own kind of code?

Roberts
A lot of times I, for example, if I know we're running out of time and we need to stop there's a cue that I play that they hear it and they know that we're getting ready to stop.  [Playing piano notes] So when they hear that cue they know that we have to stop, I mean we'll demonstrate that.

White
But you'd interpolate that into whatever you were playing, you'd suddenly...

Roberts
Oh yeah it could come any place yeah, I mean we could be in the middle of something totally unrelated but if it's time to stop.  And then the flip side of that cue is [playing piano notes], so if I play that cue then usually at the end of a set we'll play that cue and we'll just start playing.  So I'll just show you all with these cues kind of how we do it, alright, here we go.

Music

White
Marcus Roberts thank you very much indeed.

Roberts
You're quite welcome.


